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State official investigates use of / pesticide
by Mike Lafferty
Future staff

A UCF student's concern over the
use of a toxic pesticide on campus
lawns has resulted in an investigation
by the .State Department of
Agriculture's Pesticide Control Division.
The official conducting the investigation, Jerry Nichols, interviewed
Physical Plant officials Wednesday
and' inspected the chemical Mocap being used and its application procedures. Nichols is working und~r the ·
auspices of the Federal Environmental
Protection Agency.
Physical Plant officials are awaiting
the n:~sults of the investigation before
I

continuing use of th~ lawn pesticide.
April 9. S~nce that time, Mocap has on- superintendent of grounds for the
Use of Mocap was halted April 9 by ly been once applied to the main soccer physical plant, and inquired about the
university Business . Manager Joyce and baseball fields on April 13, said chemical which exudes a pungent
omon and garlic smell. He said Hicks
Clampitt. Clampitt stopped the Physical Plant Director Don Lee.
spreading after Student Body Vice
Evans approached Marchena in ear- ·told him there "were no ·harmful
President Marcos Marchena told her ly April complaining that students chemicals, nothing harmful, might be
that Charles Evans, a psychology ma- were .J10t being kept off an area just pungent."
Label warnings on Mocap indicate
jor, had complained to him of the north of the Humanities and Fine Arts
methods used by groundsmen applying building which had just been treated that if it is improperly used, it can be
Mocap. Marchena said two or three ' with the pestici~e. Warnings on the rapidly absorbed through the skin
students had approached him during Mocap label say unproteded people causing a tightness in the chest, /
early April when Mocap was spread should be kept out of treated areas un- sweating, stomach pains, vomiting and
complaining of irritation to their til "after water has been applied and contraction of pupils.
throats. and noses from the chemical.
Evans said· he talked to a Physical
granules have been thoroughly washed
According to the Physical Plant of- into soil and the area is thoroughly Plant groundsman about the use of the
ficials, the spreading of the chemical dry."
chemical. The worker told him they
took · place during the week prior to
Mocap, page 2
Evans said he called J.C. Hicks,

President/Vice president ballot results

Four 'winners' to compete in runoff eleCtion
by Dennis Long
Future staff

John Wiiii.mi/Future

"We have the students behhid us. I do
not think Ray Gates supporters will
switch over and vote for Marchena.'"
. George Chandler

VICE PRESIDENT
490 343
TICOPEREZ
Wednesday's Student Government MARK DONALOSON
427 303
election has resulted in a run-off for JEFF FLEMING
299 213
both the presidential and vice ERIC JUNG KLAUS
216 153
presidential candidates.
Presidential hopefuls George ChanThe results are not official because
dler and Marcos Marchena will face the candidates have until Wednesday
off in next ;w.eek's elections. Tica Perez to contest the election results , accorand Mark Donaldson will continue ding to Keith Kreager, Student Govertheir campaigns for vice president.
nment Supervisor of Elections.
Voting for the run-off wil 1 be on
One candidate said the election
Tuesc\ay and Wednesday April 28 and results may be contested because some
29.
students were not permitted to vote.
Out of 12,000 students eligible to
Kreager confirmed that students
vote, 1, 461 voted in the presidential , without student IDs were not allow~d
race and 1,432 voted in the vice to vote part of the day Tuesday.
· presidential race. The unofficial elec- Kreager said later in the day students
tion results are given below:
without student IDs were permjtted to
PRESIDENT
vote if they had a driver's license.
' John Wiiii.ms/Future
GEORGE CHANDLER
550 38 3
Kreager did not know how many
"There is no question in my mind
352 24%
students may have been turned away
MARCOS MARCHENA
. that I will heat Chandler. Rosie JohnRAY GATES
348 243
son, Ray G~tes and I pulled the same
ROSIE JOHNSON
211 143
Runoff, page 3
type of voters. Next week those voters
will hopefully be united ..,
.
Marcos Marchena

ASF.committee mu·st cut
$400,000 from budgets
by Jim Burgess
Future staff

The Activities and Services Fee Committee has
received $400,000 more in budgeting requests
than it has money to give, according to ASF
Chairman James Blount.
"This is the most difficult budget I've had to
work with in the three years that I've been on the
committee," Blount said.
The ASF committee allocates over $1 million
collected as a part of each student's tuition. Campus organizations and programs, from athletics
to the Student Center entertainme:nt, appeal to
the committee for a portion of its funds.
The reason for the budget deficit is increased
requests for salaries in 1981-82, Blount said.
Those employees classified as career service are
receiving an 18 percent increase in Social Security and retirement benefits, and an 8 percent cost
of living increase next year.
"I don't know how many employees we have in
the budget, ' Blount said, "but I do know that SO
percent of our entire budget is going to salaries.
"I think the committee, for the first time this

year, is really committed to eliminating a lot of
salaries on activities and services fees."
Blount said career service positions are protected by a state law requiring one year's
documentation of work record to be provided
before a career service employee can be fired. He
added that the committee may none the less attempt to immediately eliminate some career service jobs from budget requests.
"I think the committee is finally going to take a
stand and it's conceivable that we may end up in
court," he said. "lt has never been done before
and I'm sure some people aren't going to like
their jobs taken away."
Another problem affecting the budget is that
the committee is being asked, for the first time, to
pay for utility costs which were traditionally paid
for by the state. According to Blount, the state
now requires the university to find _funds for
utilities. The university in turn is charging each
department for their own utility usage.
"It's something that we never expected," he
said. "The utility costs for the Student Center
ASF, page 3

Int.h e Future
Superbowl
Over f arty-thousand rock fans were at the
T-bowl s~adium Saturday, entertained by
performers such as Blue Oyster Cult, Cheap
Trick and Heart. Read coverage of the concert on page 7.

Cheerleaders
High spirits and high kickers wer.e part of
the competition for positions on next year's
UCF cheerleading squad. See ,, who was
chosen to cheer on page 11.

.Energy savers
A UCF energy committee is serving as fl
model. to other state -universities, demonstrating how schools can offset the high cost
of energy. See page 13 for its energy-saving
ideas.
·

.Page2
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$16,000' outdoor study area nears 'completion
\

by Bryan McLawhom
Future staff '.

A new outdoor study area will be
available to UCF students by the end
. of April.
The $16,000 project, located between the. library and the Fine Arts
building, has been under construction
sinceMar.10, 1981 .
In the planning stage for almost one
year, the idea for the study · area
originated in the executive branch of

Student Government last spring. The
bill was in~roduced and the money
allocated last year, but most of the
work has been done under the current
SC administration.
The base of the structure is
irregular ly ·shaped but the dimensions
of the .roof, 24 feet by 24 feet, gives an
indication of the study area size.
Rather than standard table and chairs,
a bench will extend along the inside
perim~ter. of the area and will have ~

similarly constructed table. The
building will hold about 40 people.
Students; when asked what they
thought about the new study area, said
they felt it was too expensive. Said one,
"It seems like a lot of money for
something like that." Most said they
felt it wasn't a nece~sity and that the
money could have been put to better
use. ,
Marchena said the money for the
study area ~ame from interest returned

after early completion of mortgage
paymen.ts on another project. No
money was needed from student
government to bui ld the structure.
The project was designed to provide
an alternative to the library for students in need of a place to study. "We
wanted to take some of the load off of
the first floor of the library," said
Marcos Marchena, SC vice president.
The structure will not have lighting,
making it impractical for evening use.

·Mocap
sprayed the Mocap to kill mole said that even though some of the
crickets, and were about to water sec- - precautions "were not followed to the
tions which were treated at 11 :45 a.m. letter;" he felt students were never in
Ev-ans spoke to the groundsman at 1: 10 danger and the proper_ precautions
were taken.
p.m.
"The campus community is my
An EPA official in Washington, Bill
Phister, said Mocap should be watered - responsibility to protect," Hicks said.
immediately so the fine granules do not "I've talked to many people who are
using it and they say it's safe this way."
have time to become airborne.
No signs, ropes or workers were staEvans said after talking to the
groundsman, ~ tore off a label from tioned' to keep students from walking
one of the used Mocap bags and on areas 'recently treated with Mocap,
discovered the recommended applica- except when the soccer and baseball
tion procedures and warnings of toxici- fields were treated April 13. Lee said
he th~mgl}t it was "impossible to keep
ty.
Hicks said he knew nothing about students· ·off the grass."
Lee wrote
the lapse in time between the spreading
., a letter last week to the
and watering of the Mocap and added state division of the EPA expiaining
that "if the Mocap was left out during the application procedures used. Acthe noon hour, we were wrong." Hicks cording to Lee, i:me part of the letter

Are you tired of· looking for
happiness? No matter what
you do, fulfillment can only
be found in Jesus Christ.
He wants you to know Him
personally. Come . and
learn how great life can
bel Tuesdays -at 7 p.m.

stated treatments" were not done on
weekends because the campus was as
crowded on weekends· ~s during the
week. Lee said there are. more people
lounging on the gra·s.s during
weekends.
·
A groundsman working for the
Physical Plant said proper precautions
were not taken to protect employees
who were spreading the chemical. He
said it was too windy to spread the
chemical during the week it was done,
and some workers were not supplied
with dust masks. He said only after two .
employees complained of sore throats
were masks supplied,.
Lee said that the Physical Plant requires employees to wear masks when
spreading pesticides. He said failure to
wear masks is the fault of the men and
their direct supervisor.
The groundsman also said Mocap
label warnings indicating the pesticide
is rapidly absorbed through the skin
were ignored because "students were
allowed to wal~ across wet ground,
just applied and wetted ." • The
employee said, "The stuff should not
be put down while students are so
thick. They could have waited." The
groundsman and Physical Plant of-

~

ficials said most of the campus has
been treated.
. Mocap is a more toxic pesticide than
the more commonly used Diazinon. Its ·
toxicity is rated by a formula called an
,.LD50 rating: The LD50 rating in. dicates how inany milligrams of
pesticide it takes per kilogram of body
w.e ight to ki'll 50 percent of the
. l~poratory rats used in testing.
Diazinon has an LD 50 rating of 300
while Mocap has an LD50 rating of
60, making Mocap five times more toxic than Diazinon.
One reason th~ Physical Plant switched to Mocap from Diazinon and
similar chemicals, was because pests
haa built up a resistance to traditional
chemicals. Lee said this is the first time
the Physical Plant has used Mocap,
hoping it would be ipore effective.
Evans said he has collected over 200
signatures on a petition requesting that
the university stop the application of
Mocap "until it has been proven by the
Environmental Protection Agency that
its application is consistent with label
instructions and warnings. "
Evans said he has also considered
legal action to halt the Mocap treatment should it begin again with unchanged application procedures.

10% OFF
- ~TO ALL UCF STUDENTS ...,.
(With I.D.)

""

WALK-IN~~~~~~at.

Hwy. 50 just.W. of Alafaya Tr~

\

...

\,

277-8015 ' /

(Fairway Shopping Center)

$EVERAL
OPENINGS
-5:30-9:00.DAILY

EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
...

@t1 1Jiil\t\.

MISTER B's HAIRSTYLING f"''.

Th• Rock Hous•
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly
H 99 Clay Street, Winter Park
644-1199
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4)

l

.

'

. $3.~0/HR.

HAPPY HOUR 11 P.M.-2·A.M.

_Call Dave 678-8088

50¢. DRAFT
$2.25 PITCHER

INTERNATIONAL
BARTENDING
INSTITUTE
LEARN
THE
"PROFESSIONAL WAY"

•I

----~----------------------------------------------....___..__...__.~

•Full or Part Time
•Licensed by the Florida State Board of
Independent Postsecondary VocationaJ,
Technical, Trade & Business Schools
eJob Placement Assistance
•40 Hour Course
•Home Entertainment

MEN&WOMEN

~

I s31.2233 I

!

10% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS

8
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Runoff
from the polls, nor did he know how
·.long students had been. kept away by
the League of Women Yoters.
The League of Women Voters, who
acted as poll workers during the
voting, were not available ' for comment.
After the election results were announced, Chandler and Marchena
stated their views on how they think
the run-off election will turn out.

John Wllllams/Future

Mark l)onaldson
Vice presidential candidate

l

stated. "Rosie Johnson, Ray Gates, and
I pulled from the same type of voters
and divided up the votes. Next week ·
those votes will hopefully be united."

After the election results were announced, unsuccessful vice presidential
candidate Jeff Fleming said, "I believe
Tico Perez is the best man between the
remaining candidates . .I encourage
my supporters to support him in the
rt.\n-off."
Eric Jungklaus, also unsuccessful,
"We have the students behind us," Chandler said . "I ·do not think Ray said he was not ready to endorse either
Gate's supporters will switch over and of the remaining vice presidential canvote for Marchena. I also think the didates.
results show the dissatisfaction with all ,
Ray Gates declined to make a
the involvement in state politics."
stiltement after the election results
John Wlllllms/Fuhu'e
were announced. Rosie Johnson could
Tico Perez
"There is no question in my mi.nd. th~t- no t b e reac hed f or comment.
Vice presidential candidate
I will beat Chandler," Marchena
r.__._.._.._.._.._.~._._.._._. _ _ _ _ _.._._. ____ ~

ASF

fromp•g•I

alone come to $30,000, and we fund
other places such as Recreational Services and the Future."
Another factor affecting the budget
is the large increase in requested funding over last year from the Student
Center, which jumped from $294,000
to $454,000.
Because of these factors, many
organizations requesting ASF funds ·
may find it difficult to receive. Blount
said of organizations requesting money ·
for expansion, "I sympathize with
them to a certain point, and then I
have to say no."
For example, UCF concert band has
continued to _ask for fun~ing for tour
and every year the committee h~s had
to.:efuse, Blount said.
.
I know that tours are very important for public relations and for

and see a lot about- those things and
they're spectator sports.
''We've got three large demands
eating up the budget," Blount said.
"Inflation, utilities and career services;
not to mention the enrollment cap and
limited enrollment which is going to
limit our funds. And we'v~ got requests increasing at a rate of 8 percent
across the board."
Blount said the committee might
have to eliminate some programs that
have received ASF funds in the past.
''I'll probably know within another
week or two which programs will have
to be ~limi~~te~," Blo~nt said. "The
committee is gomg to sit down and do
~~me re~l soul-sear~hing_because now
its cut time and we re gomg to have to
go thrQugh and say, Tm sorry, we

recrultme~forilieband.

Wsilieon~

ra~tfundyou,'m'Weranon~~~

type of recruitment the program gets,"
Blount said. "They're not as recognized as basketball or football. You read

you 50 percent of what you asked,' or
'You're not a priority to the students
and you're going to be·cut 70 percent."
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La Petite Aeademy
3416 Aloma Ave.
Winter Park, Fl.
(305) 678-6311

(i:\ •

282-4242

~

t

t'

BEER & w1•TE
!..•
AVAJLABLE

~

G'l\.-•._.._._.._._...-..-...-.-.-..-...-.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

NOWbPEN
IN

-UNIVERSITY SQUARE
7416 UNIVERSITY BLVb.

Pub Specialty

I

Deli Sandwiches Salads Cheese Platters
\fores Beer
Plus:

Weekend Entertainment

1

1

I GOODONLY'

L---------

~

MEDIUM

I~ U>"""4AAlot4 Of ~fHe\1~ Hof"~~' ~WI~ c~·
MP~ t? Cu./tna wm~ ~· ~,~t.- ~ ~-

BUY 1-----GET
i WITH

i

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
- EAl IN OR TAKE OUT

fH~J.i.J~~

r--;----

.

FOR PRICE OF

SUNDAY l:OOPM-lO:OOPM

LA jt!lft ('A@v.Eft!>-

JAKES
IC

l

~

LARG.E PIZZA

•Total Child Care-Ages 2-12•
•Open 6:30 a.m.-6:30 p.m. Mon.-F~i. •

PRESENT THIS AD FOR A FREE DAY
OR FREE REGISTRATION. (825.00 value)

\

~

ci\S~

~ MON.-THUR.11:00AM•11:00PM
FRI. & SAT. 11:00AM·l:OOAM
~

~

Pln.erla -+- Rl!_tora$.

i
-~

~

· .

(Fah".way Shopping Center)

~

~

~

r I z zc r I a ~ ~ n IS () r a-Il c
Qf Al £
T
Hwy. 50 Just west
a a ya r.

"·Around the World at La Petite"
An Introduction to 10 Countries for All Ages

I '.t\

~

~

$10FF
(with this coupon)
EXPIRES: MAY 8, l 9B 1

ANY PITCHER
IMPORTOR ·
DOMESTIC BEER
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Speaker

'Campus
Bulletin
Board

Alex Nicholson will be the guest
speaker at the Marketing Association
meeting Tuesday at noon in CB 225.
All students are welcome to attenrl.

Courses offered

Scholarships and loans are available
for students from Indian River County. Interested students can pick up an
at ADM 120. The deadline
application
The Black Student Union is accepis May 1.
for
applications
ting applications for officers for .the
1981-82 academic year. Applications
will be accepted through April 2'7 and
the elections will be held May 5 and 6.
The positions open are President, Vice
President, Vice President II and Ms.
The UCF Knight Riders will have a
BSU.
meeting Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
For more information, call X2450. SOL. The purpose of the meeting is to
recruit members for the M.A.C.S. six
hour team bicycle race scheduled for .
Junior or senior education majors with May 24.

BSU

Sessions

The UCF Real Estate Institute is offering a Real Estate I (salesperson)
course· starting May 4 for seven weeks,
with classes on Tuesday and Thursday
from 6 to 9:30 p.m. at the UCF campus. A two-,week section starts May 19
at the South Orlando campus with
classes from 6 to 10 p.m. Tuesday and
'Thursday and 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday. Tuition is $90 and includes books.
The Real Estate Review course is of' fered May 8-10 at UCF. Classes will
'meet from 6 to 10 p.m. on Friday and
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday and Sunday.
Tuition is $30 with materials.
For more information, call ~2126.

An information session concerning
Overseas Study Programs in London,
England and Florence, Italy will be
held Wednesday at 3 p.m. in AD 150.
For more information, call x2224.

Knight Riders

· Contest

KDP

Sun Banks is offering a first prize of
six shares of Sun Bank Stock and a
second prize of four shares for the
closest estimate of the Dow Jones industrial averages at closing on May 26.
Tickets are SO cents and can be purchased from memb'ers of the UCF
All
Student Finance Association .
tickets must be turned in by May 11.

ODK

a

3.5 GPA or higher and graduate
students with a 3.7 GPA or higher are
eligible for membership in Kappa
Delta Pi, a national honor society for
For information on tryouts for Drum
education.
Major, Feature Twirler, Majorettes,
Applications are available~)n ED . Dance Corps, Rifle Corps, Flag Corps,
146 and must be turned in no later · and Drum Section call Jerry Gardner
than May 1.
at x286_7.

Tryouts

Norman the armadillo

Nomination forms for membership
in Omicron Delta Kappa National
Leadership Honor Society are
available at ADM 282 and the SC
main desk. Juniors, seniors and
graduate stud'en ts who have
demonstrated leadership in u~iversity ·
life and are in the upper 35 percent of
their college are eligible to apply.
Nomination forms must be returned by
May 1.

S16N

by Dave ·Mitchell

AN

'' l~DAAf>&aCD
SPc~l&S"

Pli'Trt'\O!'J?

- .I

DARK.ETPI;ACE~ .
~elpwanted

for sale

198o KAWASAKI 75-0- -lt-d-. - A-dj-us-t-able Storer Cable Communications is now accepting
, backrest/luggage rack, cruise control, 55 mpg, applications for TV Production Asst. in its local
excel. cond. $1900. CAii 273-6245 eves.
programming dept. Requirements are college
degree & 1 yr. work exposure in broadcast
14K GOLD JEWELRY FOR SALE. Priced well below production. Send resume to: Storer Cable Comm.,
retail. Will also accept trade-ins of old or broken Production Applications, PO Box 1088, Altamonte
jewelry & will pay commission if you'd like to host Spgs., Fl, 32701.
a gold party! Call Kalee, 862-7393 ..
1
COUNSELORS for western North Carolina co-ed
Dorm size refrigerator, $100, like new. Also 15 summer camp. Room, meals, laundry, salary &
gal. aquarium, fish, & equipment. Call Sandi, 275- travel allowance. Experience not necessary, but
must enjoy living & working with children. Only
5196 eves.
clean-cut non~smoking college students need apply. For application/brochure write: Camp
1978CAMARO
Auto, ps, pb, 1jr-cgndjtitntd. AM/FM-cassette. 21 Pinewood, 1801 Cleveland Rd., Miami Beach, FL,
city, 29 hwy. Only 35,000 miles. $5900. Call Dave 33141.
at X2865 or 277-3282.
Pizza Hut manager trainees. Applicants should
have some previous rest. exp. & some college
Pair of Sonic speakers, 26", 3-way system, 8 ohm,_ background. We offer a competitive salary &'
30 watts rms, $60. Call Liz 275-2865 days or benefit package which includes hospitalization,
323-6614 nights.
life insurance, educational assistance programs,
& profit sharing. Most important, we offer a plan
. Furniture: 2 three cushion couches, $55 each; I for your personal & professional development
matching chair, ·$40 or offer. Call 365-3012.
through our training program. Send resume wf
Panasonic room stereo, AM-FM receiver, 8-track salary requirements to: Semoran Management
recorder w/ speakers, Technics Sl20 turntable w/ Corp., 1080 Woodcock Rd., Orlando, FL, 32803.
new stylus. $150. Call Ken, 671-8861 or leave · An Equal Opportunity Employer.
message.
Have you ever flown an airplane? Jf .not, try your
han.d at one of the world's most sophisticated
1979 Honda CB650, excellent condition. Less fliiht stmulators. Subjects from 18-28 needecl for
than 7000 miles. Price includes cover, luggage experiment within next few weeks. S3fhr. plus
rack, adj. backrest, shield, crashbar, & cruise con· reimbursement for l·hr. travel. Please contact ·
trol. Only $1995. This is the best deai in town •. Karen Tomley or Dan Sheppard at 277-5356 on
Call 677-5443.
weekdays from 9-4.'
SURPWS JEEPS, CARS, TRUCKS
Car!-inv. value l2143 sold for SUMI thrU gover·
nment auctions in your area. For infor~tion on
vehicle bargains call 602·941-8014 Ext.: 8587.
·

To $600/week. Explorer crews. l\tibust
men/women. Full/part-year. Wilderness terrain.
Send SS for 90-cornpa?Y. directory & full job iofo.
Job Data: Box17~, Fay VIiie AR. 7270~.

.....------------~---f

fQommates

for lent

personal

typists
EXPERT TYPING: 22 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea 678-1386.
Don't wind up in the wastebasket... .
Make a striking first impression. Sell yourself
with a creatively written, ·professionally printed
resume. Call 678-8872 or 365-5981 before noon
or after 6 PM.
TYPING! Quality thesis, term papers, resumes I\
letters. Paper supplied; editing if 11eeded. IBM
Selectric II. 1 mile from Campus. Marti, 365-6874
after 5:30 PM.
l

RATES TOO HIGH? CALL ME! Professional typist,
16 years experience at low rates; special rates on
BIG jobs; paper and editing included. Will cut rate
for referrals. CALL DAY OR NIGHT· 678-4360.
Typing specialist for students & professors. IBM
& Turabian style. Nancy- 851-4489.
TYPING - Anything & everything. Very reasonable.
Call Holli, 628-5489 or 678-7371.
.

.

Professional typing. Accuracy and neatness will be
hard to beat. 20 years' experience including
dissertations, master's paiters, ter"' papers, etc.
IBM typewriter, paper supplied. Close to campus.
Call Judy, 677-1902 or 275-2351.
Typing service ~vailable, 11 years ·experience.
Close to UCF. Can Denise, 275-6257.
~

Happy Birthday
Mike
Love, Divina,
Steven, &Anthony

•
services
Gay Social Setvi\;es of Central Florida ·offering
legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
with trained members & special activities. For in·
formation call 843-2750.

.

-

.,....!:.. - ·-

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
Pregnant?Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment • Counseling for men

-

-

.

.

I

g~poc
<0@/inic

deadlines

>

. ..

l. ; " '

Professional typing, 10 yrs. exp. Term papers,
reports, resumes. Paper provided. Call Linda 671·
6098.

wanted

. House, Goldenrod area, 2-bdrm., 2-bath, living &
family rms., lg. screen porch, 2-car prage, solar
.- lwater heater, many extras. $485/mo. 678-6284.

'

ABORTION SERVICES,' FREE PREGNANCY TEST,
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy, confiden·
i:iality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours
a day: 422·0606; or toll free 1(800)432-8517.
A'BORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Cedntral Florida Women's
Health Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

Word processing typing.
Dissertation • thesis • reports
851-5252

·Oviedo working female wants to share home wf 2
Condo for 2-4 people for rent, 6115 _ 8/lS. Con- females. Call 365-6084 or 295-8457 (leave msg.).
wenient to Univ. of Maryland & Wash. DC. Call Female or male roommate wanted to share exec.·
\
299-1943 for info.
style 3-bdrm. 2-bath home with formal living INSTANT CASH for quality used records. Also ·
room, dining room, Florida room, & pool. Call Jim great selection to choose from. High quality low
House, brind new, in Oviedo. 3-bdrm., 1Y2 bath, at 678-4524 after 6 PM.
prices on all types of music. Backtrack Record Exwalk•to shopping & bank, 2 story with deck on 2nd
floor. $385/mo. 365-3648.
Great deal · share home with 1 or 2 girls. change, Zayre Plaza, 17-92 &436, 339-0484.
$175/mo. util. incl. Near UCF. Cati 671-1251 after
.~ice room in private home, 3 miles from campus. 6 PM.
·
Serious students only. $80/mo. 275-7250 after 5 +----__;,----------------~"""""'."----------
PM.

ffew "home unfu~ished, 5 mins. from UCF, 3 bdrm.
2 bath central ff-A, exec. area, pool • tennis
privileges, boat • fish on priv. lake. $550 lease. J.
Drenning, 644-5642, 671-7222.

Scholarships

For more inform ation, call Dr. Veit
at x2525.

Ad deadlines are i:riday a'- 5 PM for display & Monday at
noon for Classified ads. Ads must be submitted In person &
paid for at the time of placement, unless arrangements are
made otherwise. Call 275-2865 or stop by the business office
located next to the new Health Center. Classified on-campus
rates are 50- per line.
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.SGNEWS
DISCOUNT MOVIE
TICKETS NOW ON
SALE· AT. THE KIOSK
M-F l.Oa.111.- / to 1p.m.
As an extension of SG's Cent:ralized Serviees,
dieount movie tiekets are now availalbe at the SG
Kiosk. ·G et your movie tieJ:i.ets between elasses:
-

Sen'a te Action_
NOTICE: There are two s,enate seats open--orie in the College .of
Health Sciences and one in General Studies. Inter.ested persons should
stop by SG offices in the .Student Center.
Bill 13-28: (Bill to ·provide an A&SF budget outline to senators) This bill will place 3
copies of the Activity and Service Fee Notebook in the Senate workroom for viewing by the
Senate and the Student Body. All copies will be continuously updated by Student Government. Bill passed April 14, 19 81.

Bill 13-35: (Bill allocating money to Karate club) This bill would allocate $558 to the
1

Karate Club to partially fund a statewide Karate tournament at UCF. Bill was defeated
with 12 voting yes, 12 voting no, and 3 abstaining. This bill needed a% vote as the Karate
..
Club had procured funds from C&O in the past fiscal year.
{

I

.
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ACREE
BALLARD
BAUMANN
BRILLANTE
CHANDLER
COOK
CRANSTON
CREWS
CUNNINGHAM
DONALDSON
GATES
GREGORA
GODFREY
JOHNSON, ALLEN
JOHNSON,JE)VELL·• .. ,
JOHNSON, KA~LEE~: <
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.....
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ROY
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SCH ORNER
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BREVARD
SOUTH ORLANDO
~
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Debates finish in top 20
in natio_
nal competition

Future Manage·ment Positions Available
,/·

Editor-.in-Chief
Duties: Overall responsibility {or publication and management of weekly
campus.newspaper. Determines editorial content and polic ies, appoints and
supervises staff of student writers and editors. Oversees newspaper's
business manager and business department, and serves as a member of the
university's Board of Publications.
Eligibility: Candidates must have a m1mmum of a 2.0 grade-poi11t
average at UCF, be at least a third-quarter freshman, and must have been
enrolJed full ~ime at the university since at least winter quarter of 1981. In
addition, candidates must have worked for the Future for at least two quarters, which may include the spring quarter of 1981, and show their experience and/or academic achievement in reporting, editing and communication law.

1

Application: Candidates will be selected according to the procedure
stated in the Board of Publications Constitution and By-LaV.:.s. Applications
are available in · the Future's business office, phone 275-2865, and completed applications must be received by midnight, April 30. 1981, to be
considered.

Busi~ess

l~ns

Manager

Duties: Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus
newspaper, includi_ng the raising of money through advertising, budget
preparation, purchasing, payroll and circulation. Supervises advertising
.sales and production and staff ~f student salesmen and make-up personnel.
Responsible to newspaper's editor-in-chief · and serves as member of the
university's Board of Publitations. 1
Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum o{ a 2.0 grade-point
average at UCF, be at least a third-quarter freshman, and must have been
enrolled full time at the university since at least fall quarter of 1981.' Candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in
business management.
Application: Candidates will be selected -according to the procedure
stated in the Board of Publications Constitution and By-Laws. Applications
are available in the Future's business office, phone 275-2865.
are available in the Future's business office, phone 27S-2865, and completed applications must be received by midnight, April 30, 1981, to be
considered.

The UCF Debate Team recentl y military commitments. The team had
placed 18th out of a field of 62 teams to defend such a commitment four
times, and oppose it four times. Their
in the national tournament held in
arguments won five times and lost
Pomona,California .
"They really did a lot better that I three .
Teams in their first two debates were
thought they would," said Coach Jeff
pitted aga inst each other arbitrarily.
Butler, speaking of varsity debators .AI
Ferguson and Jeff Nicholson. Butler Subsequently, teams with similar winloss records were paired off. At one
· said that the UCF team was the only
one in the varsity competition that point, UCF was narrowly edged by
consisted of a freshman-sophomore Dartmouth, the overall winner.
This is the fourth year in .a row that
combination. Most teams were made
. UCF has finished in the top 20. Coach
up of juniors and seniors.
The topic for debate was to resolve Butler is quick to point out that just
whether or not the United States getting to the nationals is no easy task .
"These guys did a great job," he said.
should significantly increase foreign

'Bread basket'coupons offer
discount at area businesses
UCF students should be getting a
surprise in the mail this week-an envelope called "the bread basket" containing discount coupons for area
businesses.
Steve Throneberry, director of
Student Services, said the $200 to $300
postage cost is the only cost to the
university for the _ coupons. The
postage cost will most · likely come
from Student Body President James
Blount's unallocated reserve fund, he
said:

told company representative John
Miller he would have to cancel the deal
at that price, Miller agreed to drop the
$2,000 charge and absorb the cost.
Throneberry said ~he future of the
program depends on the willingness of
the merchants to continue" it: "The
mqre students use them, the more
coupons they'll get next time," he said.
The coupons are good for about a
month and include discounts from
merchants including Perkins Restaurant, Dairy Quee~ Brothers Three, Ben
Franklin, Pizza Pub, Kilroy's, Elaine
Target Marketing, which produces Powers F,igure Salons, Beautiful Exthe cm~pons, initially asked $2,000 for pressions and palm reader Madame
the service, Throneberry said. When he Katherine.

$100

Sophomores. It's not too late
to take
ROfC.

This a_d is worth ·5100 off $100
any car in stock with UCF l.D.

FINANCING AVAILABLE·
30 W. MICHIGAN ST.
ORLANDO
1 BLK. W. OF ORANGE AVE.
(305) 422-6099

~

ii

D~

~
ARC AUTO SALES

"BETTER DEALS ... EXPECT IT"

Reconditioned Radiators b1 Steek
For Most Pauenger Can

"LOW PRICES"
"FREE'' TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

· llllCll~1

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

MASTER CHARGE• VISA• AMERICAN EXPRESS

275-9321

10662 E. ColNial Dr.

-Union Park

BUZZ·'S AUTO CENTER
10658 E. COLONIAL DR.

275-3951

Because by the time you're a junior, it'll be too late.

COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE
AMERICAN & FOREIGN
·USED CAR SALES

MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida 32816

(305)275-24.30

@ARMYROTC-

·

THE COURSE IT PAYS TO TAKE.

OPEN lOAM-lOPM MON.-FRI.
SAT. & SUN. BY APPOINTMENT
VISA-MASTER CHARGE
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SOU-N D & VISION
Heart scores at Rock Superbowl X
By Bob Lan
Contributing writer

photo by John Wllllam~

Nancy and Ann Wilson of Heart.

Surf team rides high at Canaveral
By Mark Schledorn
Staff writer

Friday marked the beginning of the Cocoa Beach
Jaycee's 17th Annual Easter Weekend Surf Festival
at~Canaveral Pier.
The $5,000 competition drew over JOO profession.al and amateur surfers from throughout the
eastern United States, including a number of entries
from UCF.
The National Scholastic Surfing Association spon- sored a six-man team entry from the university and
two participants, Kevin Schloot and Mark Chaffiot,
advanced to the quarter finals.
_S chloot, who is captain of the team and president
of the campus surfing club, said that this year's competition lacked organizatfon.
,
':There were just too many people," Schloot said.
"They just weren't prepared tb run a contest that
big." Because of an unexpected turnout of contestants, the competition ran into Sunday night.
"I left .at 6 p.m. and they hadn't even gotten to the
pros yet," Schloot added.
·
Cami Howerton was UCF' s only professional entry. She advanced to the women's finals in her first
contest as a pro.

Surfing wasn't the only attraction at the festival.
Sky divers frequently performed aerial acrobatics as
i s:ooo sp-ectators gathered to watch each other as
much as any of the events.
Whether you like to participate or just watch,
there was always something cooking.
In the center of everything was a greased. metal
pole towering over 2-0 feet. For 25 cents, contestants
could try to reach the flag at the top an~ win a keg of
beer.
Last year's wet T-shirt contest was replaced
because the crowd and spectators got out of hand
and it was felt that a more tame event was needed. Its
replacement? Women's mud wrestling.
Other events at the festival included: body
building, body painting, a windsurfing regatta and a
bathing suit competition.
The major problem faced by most of the 5!rowd
· was parking. There were a frequent amount of
fender-benders and cars parked in the wrong places.
A loudspeaker announcement be~t summed up the
parking problem: "Anyone parked in the motel parking lots who is not a customer has 5 minutes to move
their car or it will be towed away and cost you 50
bucks to ·get it back -- Happy Easter!"

Road Rally tonight

Photo by John WllH•m•

Voting in the Student Government ele,c tions was a pl-easure
thanks to the weather and the Spring art festival . Most
everyone took time io stroll through the arts and crafts display
on their way to the v oting machines.
_

Over 40,000 rock-and-roll fans
gathered in the searing heat ot the
Tangerine Bowl Saturday for what
turned out to be an outstanding concert: Rock Superbowl X.
Kicking off at 2 p .m. was UFO.
Their performance seemed pretty inspired despite the fact they had to
crank up the volume to mask their apparent lack of musical ability.
The second group, FirefaJI , played a _
very tedious set. They received onl y
slight responsee during their songs
"Strange Way " and " Just Remember I
Love You''.
By the time Blue Oyster Cult came
out the crowd was ready for some
serious rock-and-roll . BOC didn't
disappoint them, including songs from
their past albums and some selections
from their upcoming album which is
scheduled for release in the next couple
of months. The crowd's response was
excellent as BOC climaxed with "Godzilla", "Don't fear the Reaper" , and
their rendition of "Born to be Wild".
Cheap Trick followed and vocalist
Robin Zander was in good form when
he started the set with "Can't Stop the
Music" . Rick Neilsen spurred -the
crowd on with his unique guitar antics
and Bizarre appearance. Their selections included -"I Want you to Want
Me", "Dream Police" , "Ain't That a
Shame" and "Day Tripper".
The head I ing group, Heart, was outstanding in their delivery of the rockers
"Barracuda" and "Crazy on You" . Ann Wilson's ballads including "Tell it
Like it Is" worked well. She was joined
by the famed Tower of Power horn section on "Even It Up". During the encore, Cheap Trick's Rick Neilsen
joined Heart onstage for a rendition of
Led Zepplin's "Rock and Roll". Heart
finished with "Magic Man".
There is a R~ck SuperBowl XI tentatively scheduled for July 4th with
REO Speedwagon, 38 Special and
Rossington-Collins on th~ ticket. If it is
half as good as this concert was, it will
be well worth the $13.

tie, the faster team will be the winner.
The two-hour route was mapped out
by the Orlando Sportscar Association
and is confined to the greater Orlando
area.
Teams must pick up their directions .
and questions between 5:30 and 6:30
p.m. at the Student Center
Auditorium, and will begin leaving the
auditorium parking lot in tWo-n:iinute ·
intervals starting at 5:30 p.m.

UCF's first Road Rally for Fun is
guaranteed to be a 50 mile brain teaser.
The Road Rally begins today at 5:30
p.m . and is open to anyone who has a
car and a friend to act as navigator.
Each team will be b:ven a set of route
directions and a list of questions pertaining to landm '•· ~<s along the route.
The Road Rally · will be· a test of acInterested drivers can sign up during
curacy' with first place awarded to the the day at the Student Center main
team that answers the most questions desk, or between 5:30 and 6:30 p.m. at
correctly about the route. If two teams · the auditorium.
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New Vinyl
Face Dances· The Who

good Who album. Instead of listing
the many good points, here are the two
faults. The drums are mixed too far to
By Paul Gerard~
Staff writer '
the front, 'in other words they're too
If there is one thing that can be said noticeable, also, the music is a bit too
about the new Who album it's that mellow. Some of the ~olks who listened
to the Who's other albums might be
"Face Dances" is different
·To start off, the album jacket is turned off by" what might be considered other albums might be turned
genuine art. The cover concept for
"Face Dances" is a series of sixteen off by what might be considered a lack
portraits painted by some of the of punch in the music. Overall the
world's most well-known artists. From album has enough . entertaining tunes
an idea conceived by Peter Blake, · to make it worth owning. Some of the
each one of the band members had
more noticeable tunes are: "You· Bettheir portraits painted by four different ter You Bet," "How Can You Do It
Alone," "Did You Steal My Money,"
artists. Warner Bros. must have sunk a
"Daily Records" and "Don't Let Go
bundle into this album because they
The Coat."
commissioned all sixteen artists.
If you don't like the music, you can
Second, the album is packaged in
always frame the cover and tell your
loose shrink wrap in hopes that his will
f~iends you have a print of an original
reduce warpage. It couldn't hurt.
American pressings couldn't possibly . Colin Self., or Bill Jacklin, or Patrick
Caulfield, or Clive Baker, or David Inget much worse.
Thirdly and most important is the · shaw, or Howard Hodgkin, or ... ?
music. Compared with other Who
albums, this one is mellow.
It's Dlfflcult to Cure • Rainbow
reminiscent of Pete Townhend's
'.'Empty 'class" solo album. In fact, . By David Wilson
seven of the nine tunes on "Face Dan- Sutt writer
Hichie Blackmore, former Deep Purces" were written by Townshend. The
ple
guitarist, has led his latest Rainbow
other two were written by John Enroster
in churning out the group's best
twhistle.
effort
to
date with "Difficult to Cure."
What is· the reason for this change in
Blackmofe,
whose hobbies are ·studysound? Is it that the band is working in
ing
the
supernatural
and firing musinew drummer Kenney Jones? Is Townthrough
the
album with his
cians,
rips
shend getting into a habit of writing
exciting
red-hot
guitar
riffs.
music minus the usual Who power
"Difficult to Cure" has a definite
chords? Can Townshend keep up the
Deep .Purple feel to it~ Former Deep
creative pace he has set for himself?
Purple bassist Roger Glover played,
Whatever the reason, this is still a produced and helped with the song

writing on the album. New keyboardist Don Airey's furious playing sounds
remarkably similar to that of Jon Lord,
Deep Purple's keyboard wizard.
The album is strong instrumentally
and lyrically. Blackmore wisely keeps
his whipsaw guitar acrobatics from
overpowering the excellent vocals of
newcomer Joe Lynn Turner.
The album gets off to a good start
with "I Surrender" in which Turner's
vocals really shine.
. "Spotlight Kid" is a fast-paced
number with Blackmore and Airey exchanging smoldering instrumental
solos.
"No Release" and "Magic" are both
tight hard-rocking cuts reflecting
Blackmore' s love of the mystical and
the supernatural.
Rainbow slows down the pace with
"Vielleicht Das Nachster Zeit (Maybe
Next Time)," an instrumental song
featuring bluesy guitar -w ork by
· Blackmore.
Side two opens. with "Can't Happen
Here," a heavy-metal look at the ills of
the world as Rainbow sees them.
"Freedom Fighter" is a forceful rock
'n roll anthem and "Midtown Tunnel
Vision" is a seemy walk through the
dark downtown streets.
The album ends with the title cut, a
heavy-metal version of Beethoven's
Ninth that would haYe old Ludwig turning over in his grave.
· "Difficult to Cure" is by far Rainbow's best w.ork. Lets hope Blackmore
will hold on to this talented crew. It
appears, however, that his habit of firing his musicians is difficult to cure.

"liberty .
·
means responsibility.
ThatS why most men
. dread I•t.~~-:George Bernard Shaw

Call the Fidelity Union Life
Field Associate in your area:

STEVE JONES & ASSOCIATES

671-1793

By Paul Gerardi
Staff writer

·

This two-record set is fairly abstract
and features seasoned jazz musicians.
Backing Metheny's guitar wizardry
are Charlie Haden on bass, Jack Dejohnette ,on drums, and Dewey Redman and Mike Brecker on tenor saxophones.
80-81 contains an incredible array
of musical textures. Side one is the
composition "Two Folk Songs" which
starts with a soothingly descending
four-chord acoustic guitar lick.
Brecker plays the melody on tenor and
the tune is cooking along nicely until
he breaks into a wild, non-rhythmic
solo.
This is typical of the first three sides.
A melodic structure is established, and
then it is wrenched and stretched until
it is almost unrecognizable. In doing
SO, each tune goes through many different ffiusical colors.
, Side four is more tonal and is closer
to the sound Metheny is known for.
Both -tunes, "Every Day (I Thank
You)" and "Goin' Ahead," are
beautiful ballads and feature more of
Metheny's guitar· and less of Brecker's
tenor sax.
80-81 is a great album and the musicians· are superb. But this i~ one of
those recordings that the critics will
rave about and the record stores will
curse because they haven't -sold three
copies all month.

~
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Next year it's all up to you.
Only you can decide to start _an
insurance program now. The
longer you wait, the more it
costs. Find out how easy it ls to
begin o.ur college plan, chosen
by more seniors than any
other.

80/81 ·Pat Metheny

- _v

$ lOFF
(with this rnupon)

any large
or super

pizza

Subs

Salads

"Clip Ole' Captain Crusty for $1.00"
Set Your Sails For
Orlando's Newest Pizza Tavern
273-5010
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Reggie Arrington
dives back to first as the Saint
Leo
first
baseman awaits
the throw.
Pam Gibson/Future

-.S PORTS
Lose two in conference

UCF steals game-from Jacksonville
l_>y Vince Cotroneo
~uture •bff

Somebody should arrest Bill Moon's
baseball Knights and then charge them
with grand theft.
.
That was the case this past Monday
at the baseball complex as UCF stole
nine bases to beat Jacksonville 14-7,
picking up their 26th win of the season
against 17th defeats and three ties.
Tom Foy on the mound upped his
record to 7-1 while hls ERA rests at
3.25.

the Knights lon'e senior and captain,
began a 4-4 day'with a two-run homer
over the left-field fence. Dolphin hurler
Ed Nidds continued his control problems by walking Sam Nattile and
Hawkins in succession. Gardner
delivered a two-run single to give the
Knights a commanding 7-1 lead.

With UCF leading 10-5, the Knights
put the final touches on the win in the
seventh inning. UCF battered Jacksonville pitching for five hits, three for extra bases as four runs scored for UCF
in the victory.

game two

of it three-game series with

Florida Southern at 3: l 5. The Knights
record is 3-6 in the Sunshine State Conference after losing two of three with
St. Leo.
·

Today at the complex, UCF plays
. Foy lost his only decision of the
sea'son to the Monarchs as St. Leo
pounded out 21 hits scoring 12 runs in
the first three innings to coast to the
victory.

Knight center fielder Tim Foskett led
the thievery with five swipes. Bill
Halpin added two and both Rick
Pierce and Jim Hawkins stole a base
each from Jacksonville giving UCF
165 stolen bases in 199 attempts. The
NCAA · mark sits , at 188 set by
Missouri-St. Louis in 1977.

UCF rebounded when both teams
returned to Orlando with the Knights
prevailing 9-3 ....
It. looked as if the Monarchs would
run away with the ball game in the
first inning. Jim Finocliio took the second offering from Knight pitcher
John Flynn and sent two over the leftfield pole for a 1-0 lead.

UCF got th.ings started early against
the Dolphins. Four singles in the first
inning brought Halpin, Hawkins and
Wayne Gardner across the plate for a
quick 3-0 lead. Jacksonville countered
with a run of their own in the second
before UCF erupted for fom: runs in
the bottom of the inning.
After Foskett started the next inning Sam N att.ile slashes a hit against Saint Leo
with a walk and a stolen base, Halpin,

"

Pam Glbson/Fuh1re

UCF scored hy.o runs in the bottom
of the first. Halpin and Nattile produced the hits so Reggie Arrington and
Halpin could score. UCF never relinquished that lead scoring three times in
the fifth and four times in the seventh.

UCF' s Nancy Bqunpane named All-south
by Patti Linzy
Future staff

Even before Nancy Buonpane completed her
"Nancy was very highly recommended to me by
freshman year at the University of Tampa, she was Jed Lehrer, who's now coaching an amateur state
ready to head back to Long Island, N. Y. But a recom- championship team," Rudy said. "He told me I
mendation from her
former coach kept her in wouldn't go wrong, that I couldn't miss with this girl.
Florida and directed her to UCF instead. The move Ever since then, it's been great. ·
proved to be a good one - both for Buonpane and the
"Nancy is probably our hardest working player
when it comes to getting open. Shei's really a very
Lady Knight fledgling soccer team.
In the program's first year of existence, the soccer dynamic player. And she's durable. She started and
team made an outstanding debut, finishing 7-0-1 in · played every game this season. I guess she's really a
intercollegiate play and 16-2-2 overall. Buonpane coach's sort of player. She has a great desire to learn
played a major part in that successful opening season, and any information I give her is readily accepted."
ending the year as the team's second leading scorer.
Although she has received a lot of attention for her
She was also selected to the All-South squad as well as scoring ability, Buonpane maintains that UCF's
squad is an "equal team." She said: "We ~11 have a
to the UCF all-tournament team.
A sophomore majoring in physical education, lot of support for the other players. It really makes
Buonpane went to the University of Tampa on an you want to play good because everyone is out there
academic scholarship. Dissatisfaction with the school cheering you on."
and its location had her looking elsewhere to comA great deal of ~hat team spirit could be attributed
plete her college education. Then a former coach told to the coach, Jim Rudy. "He's an excellent coach,"
her about Jim Rudy and the program he was beginn- Buonpane praised. "He really gets you motivated.
You know, there are times when maybe you've had a
ing at UCF. Rudy took it from there.

rough day at school or whatever and you just don't
feel like being there. And he makes you want to play
even on those days."
Rudy has already set his sights on nationals next
year and optimism also· best describes Buonpane's
outlook for the Lady Knights. "I think we have a lot
of potential," she explained. "Mostly because Coach
Rudy recruited from all over. This is our first year
and we only lost to the number four team in the nation on penal~y kicks in overtime. So we've already
shown we can compete with pretty well-know.n
teams. ' '
Where her own future is concerned, Buonpane is
uncertain. Although she js currently studying
physi~al education, she is seriously ~onsidering
changing her major. As for soccer, should a pro
women's league form she would definitely be interested. In any event, Nancy Buonpane just wants to
keep on playing soccer as long as she can. "I love it,"
she said.
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Fisher's ~9rum ,

Springtime sports fans wear no tans
. ByMa..rty Fisher
· Futurubff

Springtime.
Ah yes, the beauty of spring. Flowers begin to bloom brilliantly, trees begin to
show life once more,.and the grass grows greener than ever. The air smells fresh
and clean inviting even winter's shut-ins bac~ to the great outdoors. Coeds shed
their warm winter woolens for the eye-catching string bikinis of spring (It's about
time).
Young and old alike wear the healthy glow of springtime sunshine. Everyone,
that is, except the true sports fan.
There are certain persistent sterotypes about the true sports fan. Everyone has
their own picture· of what a real sports fan looks like, but one trait is common in
all cases. The only healthy glow fans of springtime sports have is from the
. t 10n
' pu t ou t b y th e pie
· t ure· t u b· e o f a co Ior Ty
ra d ta
. .
You see, springtime sports fans wear no tans. At least, not until the last puck is
shot and the last basket is sunk. April and May are the months sports addicts
crave for.

now being played with thermostatical1y controlled temperatures. How about
outdoor hockey in May? They'd probably have to change the playoffs Jo the bestof-seven water-polo games.
While I'm out on a limb, I might as well go all the way and predict the Stanley
Cup winner also. On my crystal picture tube I see a ·New York team skating
happily up and down the ice. What's funny is I can't read which New York team
it is. At this point, both the Rangers and the Islanders are doin.g well. From what
Tamara . taught me I know I've got to µiake a definite decision for people to
recognize my fortune-telling abilities .
h
b k
Here ?oes: I predict .a New York ~~ckey tea.m will bring t e Stan1ey Cup ac
to the Big Apple. Hows that for d_ecision-makmg?
. .
.
Even football has to get into the act. Already there has ~een mm1-~amp act10_n
to fol1ow ' and at the
. end of the month football fans the nation over
d will .·hold their ·
breath for the thnll-packed Pro-footha.11 draft. . For the secon . year m a row,
ESPN, the Entertainment and Spar.ts Programmu:ig Networ~, will. broadcast t~e
event live from a hotel in, (where else?) New York. All this as 1f there wasn t

Whoever said that basketball and hockey are fall and winter sports never anything .else to watch.
looked at the marathon playoff schedule used by. both sports. _Playoff followers
Local r~dio, television, and cable television stations have made it hard. for
now commonly refer to these games as the "second season." As of this writing, . sports addicts tq leave the house. ESPN even offers 24 hour s~orts P.rogramn~u~g .
hockey is embroiled in the quarterfinal round of playoff action. Basketball is just
How can I leave the house w~th the s~unds of balls bouncmg, ~a.ts crackmg,
beginning the semi-finals:
skates slashing, and feet runnmg echomg off the walls of my ltvmg room 25
NBA officials tried to cut some time off the length of the "second season" by
shortening the opening round of the playoffs to the best two out of tbree games.
Unfortunately for this -springtime sports fan, the New York Knicks were given
time to work on their tans by the Chicago Bulls, who were handily knocked off
by Boston in the next round.
_
In the current round of NBA action, each series runs the best-of-seven series. If
my calculations are correct, (as an English major and a sportswrite~ you never
know) it is possible that the basketball championship might not be decided until

~::;~~~~~sa:0~~~./The cheer you just heard on

campus was from sports fans

hours a day?
Combine all this action in your mind and it's no wonder sports fans pay their
bills late and always look pale.
We've got a lot on our minds.

lntramuralS
Floor Hockey and Coed Tube Water Polo

While I'm on the subject of the basketball championship , I will go out on a
Sign-up dates for Intramural Floor Hockey and Co~d Innertube Water Polo are
limb and predict the outcome of the NBA championship series. Utilizing all the
next Wednesday and Thursday, respectively, at the offict:;s of Recreational Serskills I learned at the Tamara Rand School of Prophecy, I predict the wi~ner of
vices.
the Philadelphia-Boston series will take home all the marbles. Now I just have to
get my editor to print this after the playoffs are over so I can ·really use the skills
, Rosters for Floor Hockey are due at the team captains' meeting at 4 p".m. next
Ms. Rand taught me.
Wednesday in Rec Services room 204. A mandatory referees' clinic follows at 4:30
The hockey championship is in basically the same situation. With each series p.m. with each team required to provide at least one referee. The season starts May
running close to the seven game limit, hockey teams are lucky that the game is 4.

SKI WORLD
SAILBOARDS
SKIS

<&
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BEACHWEA~

ADIDAS•NIKE•UMBRO•PUMA•STYlO•FRANK~N

HEAD•BANCROFr•PENN•JACIAR• TRETORN

· Ski &.Sailboard Rentals, Lessons, Rides

WE STRING RACKETS .

103 OFF

J;.
-~ fihl -

RACQuETBAU

t

BRING THIS .COUPON FOR
10 % DISCOUNT

all men's & wqmen's swimwear
with UCF l.D .
.Across From Lake Ivanhoe

OFFER EXPIRES S/1/11
·SALE ITEMS EXCLUDED
~
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CAL~ 671-8220
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Unwersity Square Shopping Center

·------------------------------Gas prices got you ·all tied up?
.

and

PACKAGE
•Dance to your
favorite music
•240foot
Conversation
Bar
OPEN7DAYS
SUNDAY~WEDNESDAY

11TILL12
THURSDAY-SATURDAY 11 TILL 2

Unwersity B~d. & 1S-A Mon.-Sat. 10-7
-

Cut yourself loose! Ride a Bajaj,
the world ·s best-priced motor- ·
scooter. At 55mph and up to ,~
1oo*mpg, Bajaj will catry you ~

-~

past the pumps - - - - - smiling.
·Mileage will vary according to use
and condition of machine.

East Orlando Scooters & Mopeds
7 528 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, Fl. 32807
273-8370
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1981-82 Cheerleading Squad named
The 1981-82 UCF Varsity
Cheerleading Squad was picked last
Friday at a tryout held on campus. The
tryout was based on standards set forth
. by the Universal Cheerleading Association . .
The female contestants were judged
on appearance and projection; jumps,
stunts, chants, cheers, and a porn porn
dance routine to the music of Celebration.
The male contestants were judged on
the same criteria with the exception of
a male-to-male stunt instead of the
dance routine.
Judges for the tryout .were Ms. Patti
Watson from the school of the Performing Arts; Ms. Marcia Wicks, UCF
alumnus and gymnast; Dr. Duane
Davis, Marketing professor who has indepth knowledge of gymnastic competitions; and Dr. Pete Fisher.
Females returning to the 81-82
squad are, Heather B~ldwin, Barbara
Emerson, Linda Labbe and Renee
Sienkiewics. Newcomers are Jackie
DiPinto, Kim Malys and Kelly Meeks.
Returning men are Mark Bateman,
Jim Foster, John Hueckel and Calvin
Thomas. New faces are Jeff Bowers,
Steve Gould and Clay Newbill.
Emerson and Bateman, last year's
co-captains, did not have to try out for
this year's squad.
According to Advisor Annie
Broughton, the response to the tryout
was good. "There was a lot of good
talent out there," she said. "It was
hard to pick the squad this year."
The new squad will be attending the
Universal Cheerleading Camp in
August where they will compete to stay
in the top ten of the nation's Collegiate
Cheerleading squads. The Knights
finished seventh in last year's competiti on.

Steve Gould and Barbara Emerson perform a stunt at last weeks tryout

OPEN SALES
MEETINGS
EVERY
TUESDAY

TAKE OUR MONEY
PLEASE
·Just Look At All The Ads In
This Paper! Somebody Has Got
To Help Os Collect Commission On Them (Up To
25 3 !). Call 27 5-2865. We're
Sick Of Looking At This Green
Stuff.
r

9:00 A'~M.

NEW STUDENT CENTER
RM.143

17-92 & CANDACE DRIVE
Y2 MILE-N. OF
MAITlAN.DINTERCHANCE
FERN PARK-PHONE: 834-6300

• HAPPV HOUR •
4:30-8:00 DAILY
$2. 75 PITCHERS
· •MOND~Y•
*2.7S PITCHERS/HO C~ER

•WEDNESDAY•
99¢ IMPORTS I NO COYER

John Wiiiiams/Future

•TUESDAY•
fOftBAi.l TEAMS

*2. 75 PITCHE~/NO COVER

•THURSDAY•
lADIES DRINK FREE

•SUPER SATURDAYS•
50¢ DRAFT &*2.00 PITCHERS All DAY
APPEARINC THIS WEEK: ,LOADED ROLLER

, JR~s ·v.w··. REP.A.I. R
.

'

·,·

· 3651 ALAFAYA TRAIL
OVIEDO, FL. 32765
365'."7630
36$-5061

·~
CUSTOM WORK
& BUMP & PAINT

.
.
(FREE RIDE BACK TO U.C.F.).

Having a financial problem with your car?
Need repairs done but short on money? .
JR'S V.W. CAN HELP YOUR PROBLEM
BY FINANCING YOU!
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Gergley, Rohter, Rosenbloom run marathon
.

.

On April 20, Gerry Gergley, Dr.
Frank Rohter, and Mort Rosenbloom,
three members of the UCF family, participated in the annual Boston
Marathon.
The three traveled to Boston for a
National Physical Education Conference, and decided to stay for the
marathon. Though they were not
qualified to run in the marathon,
Boston officials decided not to close the
race allowing some 6,000 additional
runners to take part in the Boston holiday.
According to Rosenbloom the three
decided to participate in the race only
one month prior to the event. So, in
essence Gergley and Rohter, · whom
had never run a marathon before, had
only a month to prepare for the 26
mile jaunt.

Mort
Rosenbloom,
Frank /
Rohter,
Gerry
Gerley
John WllllamslFuture

lm':~!!!""'."""""""""""'r~'""'!""'.........~~~--..-.........- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . ,

'
'·
·
,

.
.

. One thing all three of the marathon
men were impressed with was the carnival atmosphere surrounding the
event. Marathon day is also Liberty
day in Boston and the whole town is
closed down. Many of the 6,000 runners who didn't qualify for the actual
race wore costumes while they ran. According to Rosenbloom one runner was
garbed in a tuxedo, while Gergley saw
a person in a Batman outfit, and one
witb a fern attached to his head.
....~

~--'~""'"~......_..··~-.-~-;.~:. ,;

'. If yo~· h.avi~. $10,000 job waitiilg for yoll:: .
you could have an Am~rican Express® Card ,
rig'h.t now. , ·
.
·

Trade the card you've been using every day
for the Card you'll be using the rest of your life.
You re about to leave school and enter a whole
new world. You ve got great expectations. So
does American Express. For you.
Thar>s why American Express has created a
special plan that reduces the usual application
requirements - so you can get the Card before
you finish school.
All you need to apply is a $10,000 job or the
promise of one.
You 1ll use the Card the wealthy and the well,
1

1

traveied use for busin~~- lup:thes, buying clothes
for work, paying for yacat,ions -for $I.sorts of
after,:school activities.
One of the surest ways to establish yourself is
to start out as if you were already established. And
just having the Card gives you the chance to
establish a solid credit rating. .
So trade up now. You'll find application forms
on campus bulletin boards. Or call toll,free
800,528,8000 and ask for a Special Student Appli,
cation. And ·et yourself up for next year before
you fini h thi -one.

The American Express~ Card.
Don't leave school without it.

•

For Gergley it was a thrill just
finishing the race. "
"It was a personal victory," he said.
"It was one of the greatest highs of my
sports career."
Gergley finished the race in three
and one half hours , just 20 minutes
slower than the qualifying time for his
age group.
Rohter had similar feelings about the
grueling race.
"It· was the most challenging and
stimulating athletic performance I
have ever experienced," he said. "It
was a four hour, fifty one minute and
forty second emotional high."
Rosenbloom, who has run many
marathons before, disagrees with
Rohter and doesn't feel the marathon is
·an athletic event.
"To me it's more of an experience,"
he said. "Your mind has as much to do
with finishing that kind of race as
anything. Something happens to you
during a race like that where you find
yourself running shoulder to shoulder
with ten thousand people, yet you' re
all alone. You really have to look inside yourself in order to finish that
kind of race."

.: About two million ~ople lin~d the
:,. streets the length of the course to ch~r
the ru~ners on.
"I've never experienced anything
' like It said .Rosenbloom. 'The whole
town came out to wafch, and it's not
like they just stayed for the first two
hundred runners, they were there for
four and five hours."
Though the crowd was cheering the
runners on, the weather was not as
cooperative. The three Floridians
opted to run the race without shirts,
but wished they hadn't when it started
to snow towards the end.
For the three the experience was one
they'll never forget, and one they'd like
to live again.
'Td go back again Monday," said
Gergley. "But I can't walk ."
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UCF committee suggests
measures to save energy

Vouch :ob CQagg

·::

DRY CLEANERS

10 o/o DISCOUNT W/ COUPON
by Karen McKay
Future staff

UCF was awarded $10,000 from the
Florida Board of Regents to begin an
energy-saving program which would
serve as a model for other state universities.
As a result of this, UCF formed the
Energy Management Committee led
by Dr. Robert Doering. The committee's purpose, according to Doering, is
to design projects which would make
UCF more energy efficient and submit
these projects to UCF's administration
for final approval.
Doering said: "A report concerning
the projects will be sent to the Florida
Board of Regents so that the information will be available for other state
universities. However, the efforts qf
other schools to implement these projects are strictly voluntary."
The administration recently approved six energy-saving proposals submitted by UCF's energy management
committee. The projects include; placing solar film on windows, implem~n
ting key switches for classroom
lighting, replacing mercury vapor
lamps with high pressure sodium
lamps and installing a heat recovery
unit in the Child Care Center.
Doering, committee chairman, said
- the first project to be completed was
the installation of solar film on the
wjndows facing south, east and west of
the police center. He said solar film
will also be placed on the windows of
the cafeteria and campus dining room.
Doering said the film will reduce the
load on the air conditioning unit and
increase the comfort of those working
in the building by shielding them from
direct sunlight.
Three classrooms in the Engineering
Building will be used to test a key
switch system, according to Doering.
He said this will make only faculty and
staff members capable of operating
switches, cutting down on indiscriminate lighting. If the tests prove
feasible, such key switches would be instailed in as many as 72 classrooms
and 65 laos on campus, Doering said.
Another proposal concerns the
replacement of 104 outdoor mercury
vapor lamps with high pressure
sodium lamps. According to Doering,
"This would not only save over $3,500
annually in energy costs, but it would
also increase illumination." He said a
prototype test has been approved for
Parking Lot 3 and around the dof10
mitories.
·
•
'"
N
Included in the expansion of the

.

I

'

'

Child Care Center are plans to install a
heat recovery unit on the air conditioning unit. This will generate hot water
from the heat waste.
Other proposals awaiting approval
are plans to extinguish decorative
lighting outside campus buildings.
The energy management committee ,,
expects a total savings of $16,530 a
year if all the projects are implemented.
According to Richard Neuhaus,
assistant director of the Physical Plant,
UCF spent $1.33 million on energy for
the 1980 fiscal year. He said, "UCF used the same amount of energy in 197 3
as it did in 1980; however, it spent
$338,000 on energy for the 1973 fiscal
year." ·
He added that $16,530 "may seem
like a drop in the bucket, but those
drops add up."

•Suede-Leather
•Alteration & Repairs
•Wedding Gowns-Preservation

•Perfect Pleat Drapery•

Mr.Motor
.

.

568-2131

J&BAUTO

E. HWY. SO

''from ~ow to go!''

RECYCLED ENG-INES
INSTALLED·
IN YOUR CAR OR LIGHT ·t:RUCK.
Free Pickup on Repair Work

WE ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF
NEW, USED, &RECONDITIONED RADIATORS
AND FOREIGN &DOMESTIC CAR PARTS

The continuing saga of /

The UnforgettaBullS'

•

Expressway
discounts
,.
Discount tickets for the EastWest Expressway toll booths J re
now available at Centralized
Services. The tickets were
delayed 3 1/2 months due to difficulties with the printer.
Students are able to buy a tenticket booklet for $2.00. Each
ticket will save the student five
cents per toll. Student Government funds pay the loss to the
expressway.
Centralized Services is holding
7500 booklets for distribution.
There is no time limit on the
usage of the tickets.

•One Day Shirt Service
•Formal Wear
•Household Items

Hanni-Bull
Hanni-Bull took the Bull by the horns and led an army
of elephants across the Alps. But once he got there
he took his Bull by the keg. Because anyone who's
ever tried to lead an army of elephants anywhere
knows Hann'i-Bull worked up a historic thirst.
The kind it took ~" bunch of Bull to conquer.

No one does it like the Bull.
IO 1981 Jos. Schlitz Brewing Company. Miiwaukee . Wisconsin

::
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OPINION
Future clarifies Chandler endorsement
When a journalist signs his name to
something, it means he took part in the
writing, research, and work on it. If he
signs his name to something he did not
write then he is plagarizing and
usually loses his job.
The same principle should be true
for politicians who take credit for accomplishments that they didn't truly
achieve.

Last week's Future endorsement of
presidential candidate George Chandler has caused many people to
question some of the accomplishments
listed as Chandler's.
In the taped interview done by
the Future Editorial Board, Chandler
stated that he was "the original introducer of the student directory,
Nautilus equipment, dental aid, and

..

~I

Letters
to the Editor

,,

,i

,.

Club expresses thanks
Editor:

,

1

~(

r·
\

Speaking on .behalf of the entire UCF
Marketing Association, I would like to
take this time to personally thank all
those clubs, organizations, individuals,
faculty and staff who have supported
us throughout the year in all our
endeavors. This support lead us on to
receive national recognition in the
American Marketing Associa'tion's
Collegiate Chapter Conference this
past week in New Orleans.
First of all, I would like to thank Student Government for making it possible for our club to attend the conference. SG passed a bill allocating
money for the registration fee of 20
club members. This made us one of the
largest congregations in attendance,
for which we were recognized during a
Saturday luncheon.
Next, I would like to thank everyone
who came out and supported our
charity dance "In the Heart of the
Night" back in February, making it a
sellout success. I would especially like
to thank the Futur-e newspaper's
coverage of it, more specifically, Laura
Hoff man's gracious and generous

a sponsor for the exercise trail , not the
the exercise trail."
In a subsequent interview Thursday introducer. His name is not listed as a
morning, Chandler admitted the fact sponsor on the final legislation.
What this leads to , is that credit
that he was incorrect jn saying he introduced the legislation of the exercise should be given where credit is due.
trail. Chandler said he added his name The original legislation concerning the
to the bill as a sponsor when it was in- student directory was introduced by
Marty Vershel and sponsored by Pete
troduced to the Senate.
Morlock
.
The only legislation ever passed conJohn
Yanas,
executive advisor to
cerning Nautilus equipment was· a
President
Blount
got the Nautilus
resolution supporting the purchase of
He said ,if
equipment
on
campus.
"weight lifting equipment." The A&SF
Chandler
wants
to
t11ke
credit for it
budget for Student Government that
"why
didn't
he
come
anq help me
then
year requested $10,000 for the purit?"
on
chase ·of Nautilus equipment.
Some of the people who did work on
Chandler corrected his original
statement on dental aid, saying that he the dental aid program include Mark
was the original introducer for the Callahan, Jim Soukup, Ron Jakubisin,
legislation on "dental cleaning equip- Bob Larr, Ray Gates, and Bob Krulish.
. The resolution concerning the supment." He also stated that he had introduced another bill concerning the port of establishing an exercise trail
reversion of funds on dental .aid was introduced by Russell Crispell.
Chandler has taken part in many bills
because the original introducer, Ron
Jakubisin, had just become a cabinet and resolutions over the years. This
member before he was to introduce it. story is not meant to incriminate
However, Chandler's nam ~ is not listed Chandler but merely to clarify as
much as possible the material included
on the bill.
According to Chandler, he was on~y in last week's editorial endorsement.

editorial the week after.
Finally, I would like to thank the
driving force behind our club, our cofaculty advisers, Dr. Duane Davis and
Dr. Ronald Rubin. Without their experienced and knowledgeable
guidance, we would not be as successful as we hav'e been and will be. To
our past and outgoing club officers,
President Debbie Welch, Vice President Mary Bunk, Treasurer David . Editor:
Mosher and Secretary Jamie Eaddy,
I am writing to protest the recent
your presence left an everlasting decision by James Blount and Dr.
memory. Speaking for the entire club, Levester Tubbs to move the Dental
congratulations on a job superbly Health Services Clinic into the new
done.
Health Center.
Again, I thank the university for senAlthough theoretically it would be
ding us, for in terms of benefits deriv- nice to have all health services in the
ed, New Orleans was truly a mind- same building, it is highly impractical
expanding experience. I feel for certain and a tremendous waste of money to
that the UCF Marketing Association do so in this case.
will never forget the conference in New
The present location in the student
Orleans and I know New Orleans will center would be excellent if we could
never forget the UCF Marketing utilize an ·adjacent room for a waiting
Association.
room and receptionist area. At the present time students wait in the hall.
Moving into the health center would
Michael Cook require ripping up the floors to install
President, Marketing Association air, water and sewage lines. This
would probably c"ost in the range of
$30 thousand for all renovation. The
. dental clinic would then take away
needed space from the health center.
The new facility is not that much

Dental move too costly

Letter Policy

Letters to the .editor must be delivered to the Future by 5 p.m. on the Mo~~
day prior to publication to be considered for the issue. Letters must not ex. ceed ·250 words and must bear the writer's signature, address, and phone
number. Names ~ill be withheld upon request. Letters should be typed or
printed clearly. The Future reserves the right to edit all letters to fit space
requirem~nts.
·
Mailing address;
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando. Florida 32816 Editorial
office phone; 275-2601. Bu~fness office phone: 275-2865.
This public docum~nt was promulgated at an annual cost of $79,060 or 5.3
unts per copy to inform the university community. Annual advertising
revenue of $50~560 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost. The Future is
funded through the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student .
Government of the University of Central Florida.
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Laura }:Hoffman
Eileen M. Cooney

larger and is absoluteiy . no improvement. The new area does not even haye
a supply area. Not only would the patients still have to wait in the hall, but
the receptionist desk and files would be
in the hall also.
The Dental Board of Directors held a
special meeting to discuss this issue
and decided it would be impractical to
move into the health center. Blount left
halfway though the meeting. What is
the purpose of the dental . board if its
recommendations are ignored?
Obviously Tubbs and Blount are not
thinking ahead. The clinic will need to
be expanded before we even move in.
We will be able ·to install two dental
chairs in the new area, but that could
be done in the present location with
less difficulty.
As a tax payer and full time student I
abhor the unnecessary waste of money.
Adrienne Stone RDH

Classes-too few for too many
· Editor:
The University of Central Florida
does not offer students the possiblility
of taking courses· that they desire. This
problem is caused mainly by the overcrowded situation at the university.
UCF has the worst student-teacher
ratio in the state; which means there
are not enough classes of each course
being offered in one term. As a result of
this, freshmen can not take their basi_c

courses; instead they are forced to take
electives or upper level courses. AddDrop does not help the student because
they wait in outrageously long lines; ·
only to find the class is still closed.
Scheduling at UCF greatly discourages
students and should be remedied
before the problems grow to greater
dimensions.
Mike Brennan

Editorial Board
Mikt• Griffin. as.~of'iate Nlitor: Mark Sf'hlf'llom. <'n/ertai11111n1t
r•clitor, D~r<' Sh«1wm1 ..~ports ('(litor; K<•1·i11 Maso11. phot<~
<'clitor, /(athlr•<'ll Foronda, assistant t•ditor, Sht'IT!J R<'<'d,
as.~ista11/ 1w11 "~ ('(li/11r, Tl'l'i Malwrwy, Copy <'clilor, LI'<' F.llioll.
111.\iclr• U11r•s r•rlitor.
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The minority can 'c ontrol the ·s enate
Editor:
To the best of my knowledge, few, if
any, students have expressed interest in
the internal workings of our Student
Senate.
The piece of legislation titled Bill 13-

Library staff
contributes to
noise problem

34, a bill addressing the voting
methods of the Student Senate, was
passed with a vote of 20 yes and 7 no. I
believe it is time for the student body to
examine the fundamental principle of
our governmental system and decide
for themselves if democracy is being
practiced or mocked .
Your student senators decided to
grant themselves the privilege of a
secret ballot for elections and appoin-

tments upon the request of a single · strongly urge you to question the
senator. You, their constituents, have senators who supported this bill. Let
selecteclthem to represent you. They, them speak for themselves. Find out
in turn, have decided to deny you the why democracy is becoming nonright to knowledge of their voting existent in our Student Senate.
records; furthermore, a single senator .
Senator Eileen M. Samelson
(the minority) can control the entire
Senate. (the majority) with this particular request. Majority rules?
1Students, it is your right to khow
what's happening in your Senate. I

Upper level ESP needs changes

Editor:
I have become fed up with the noise
level in UCF's libraries during my
student years. I know that there is a
severe overcrowding problem. Tables
are filled to capacity and people find it
easy to start impromptu social clubs.
My concern however, is with a select
few of the library staff who obviously
Fe.el that the best way to han.dle the
situation is to join it. While studying
for a final exam at a branch campus
recently, I was the privileged recipient
of an immature, obscene conversation
between two library personnel. After
fifteen minutes I realized that they
were oblivious to my presence, and
fled outside_under a· tree to study. My
papers blew halfway across the field;
· such is the price of peace. Whatever
happened to the quiet concerned
librarian?
Maureen McClure

Editor:
This letter is written with -the intention of urging students to join the
Society of Concerned Students in their
battle to do away with the l,.Jpper Level
Enviromental Studies Program at
UCF . .
The majority of the students are not
interested in Upper Level ESP classes.
Due to the lack of interest, student~ do

not study . enough - to make good
grades, which brings the overall grade
point average dovyn. So, what is the use
of this kind of program?
This program could be modifiect by
allowing th~ students to ta~e advanced
courses from their major of study, or
the program could be totally
/"
eliminated.
Sheikh Ahmed

VtlELl., A\ LE~T / ~ rttl 'T+&~T
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THE HAIR SROP
Preci~ion Style Cut $ 7 .00
Full Service Salon

Editor:
Your recent front page article,
"Governor Reveals Support of Higher
Tuition," dated March 10, 1981, is a
typical example of bourgeois attitude
towards unfortunate students. Governor Graham's indiscriminate support
of higher tuition is an inconsideration
toward ·the already over-taxed, under
privileged · students of the State of
Florida's nine universities and should
not be tolerated. It is with much fervor and militancy that I call upon
your newspaper · to agitate for the
-reduction, or at the most, the stability
of tuitions in the interests of presen
and future generations. If the present
administration would spend less on
nuClear warfare and more on the
education of the youth, there would be
no need for these increases.
Deborah Demeritte

COUNTRY FLORIST

/

10 % DISCOUNT TO UCF STUDENTS .
EXCLUDING SPECIALS

---WEEKLY SPECIAL---

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

Students are
suffering with
t·u ition rates

ROSES $14.95

282-1700

DZ. CASH & CARRY

Wedding Speeial 889.BS Complete

Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8.

Uni-v ersity Square

...

r--------------------------------,

677-1579

15-A & University Blvd.

FANCY PANTS

RECORD REEF

r

LEVIS814.99
CORDS & DENIMS

FASHION JEANS & PANTS
-200/oOFF.
LADIES' & MEN'S SHIRTS
BUY ONE GET 2ND FOR 1 ¢

(WITH THIS AD)

South Orange Blossom Center
441 &Holden
855-5100

UNIVERSITY SQUARE 677-REEF
~-~---~ ------------~-------~--..I
Take a New Lo.ok, Orlando

Danube Plaz,a
South Semoran
282-0441.

1

Softeontad

Lens

~

~

)

1

•Prof-•a'onal
Fee Additional
~
~Price on lat pair only-Examination
by appointment

TUESDAY
'

Wear lenses home the same day, SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR FULL $55 REFUND WITHIN 45 DAYS. No
need to wait. Enjoy Qulity contact lenses NOW ... at an
affordable price. All major brands of Soft Contact lenses
Correnlon and Extended
Wear Lenses. additional

Draft35.¢
From9-10pm

AT NO ADDITIONAL COST:
• Cold Sterilization Kit
Storage <;:ase

•

•

VIS4'

'

MONDAY •

I
1q
HeintJken Qwy $1.00
T·Shir.t Nite

E!iiiJ
•

available.
· ···
· ···········
Lenses for
Astlgmatlsn:i

I

I

Ladies
Free Draft 9· 11 pm
Wine2for 1

HAPPY HOUR
BEST POOL TABLES .
4-7 PM MON.-FRI.
IN ORLANDOI
Video Games
DRAFT ~ 35c or 2 for 70c e19 Screen rv1
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT EVERY FRI. & SAT.
STARTING APRIL 24 & 25
THURSDA \ ' NIGHT AUDITION NIGHT
STARTING 23rd
NO COVER CHARGE
234 So~ Semoran Blvd., Right Off E/W Expressway

ORLANDO CONNECTIO~ PLAZA 273-9966

WEDNESDAY
P.ool Tournament
$25 First Prize
2nd Prize
Case Michelob

THU.RSDAY
Pitcher Nite
$3.00 Pitcher Bud
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~Mlf~
A (LUO/DISCOTHEQUE
Presents

FRIDAY APRIL 24.
· F ree Admission·For Ladies All Night
Drinks 50¢ 8:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
WEDNESl)AYS

..TUESDAY APRIL.28

THURSDAY APRIL 30 ·
UCFPARTY
Free Admission with UCF I.D.
$1.00&$1.50 Drinks
50¢ Draft

Ladie~

Night
6:15 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
50¢ Drinks

D.ISCOUNT CARD
•$1.00 OFF ADMISSION
•CARDS AVAILABLE AT SPIT
AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE PARTIES
(Call 295-3751 .For Information)
PRICES MAY CHANGE DUE TO SPECIAL OFFERINGS
- PROPER DRESS REQUIRED
(DCIE TO CHANGE IN FLORIDA LAW, YOO M<JST BE 19 OR OVER TO A 1TEND)
4315 N. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
I

.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --

- -· -··- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . J

EARN OVER.$800
A MONTH
AND OPEN THE DOOR
TO ATOP · ·
ENGINEERING FUTURE. ,_
How many corporations would be willing to pay you $800 a month
during your junior and·senior years just so you'd join the company after
graduation?. Under a special Nav,y program we're doing just that. It's
called the Nucle~r Propulsion Officer Candidate-College Program.
And under it, you'll not only get great pay during -your ju~ior and
·senior years, but after graduation you'll receive a year of valuable
graduate-level training that is not available from any other employer.
If you are a junior or senior majoring in math, engineering or physical
sciences, find out more. today. And let your career pay off while still in
coll~ge.
'
For more information, call the Na val Management Programs Office _a t
(904) 399-3840 (collect) or write Lt. Cliff Baker, Engineering
Programs, Dept. of the Navy, -3974 Woodcock Dr. Jacksonville, Fl.
32207 .

